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1. Maldhari tribes are found in which of the following states?  

  a) Gujarat                              b) Rajasthan                        c) Madhya Pradesh                d) Uttarakhand  

 

2. VIPER (Volatiles Investigating Polar Exploration Rover) is a mobile robot, planned to be launched by 

which country to explore moon? 

a) Russia                                b) Japan                       c) Israel                                d) United States 

 

3. Which country is designing a new Earth System Observatory to guide efforts related to climate change 

and disaster mitigation? 

a) United States           b) Singapore                      c) Russia                           d) China 

 

4. The world’s largest iceberg has recently been broken from the Ronne Ice Shelf in Antarctica. What is the 

name given tot his iceberg? 

a) A-49                                     b) A-76                                     c) A-52                                      d) A-85 

 

5. The radar called NISAR is being provided by which country for the development of the new Earth 

System Observatory? 

a) China                                 b) Israel                                 c) Japan                             d) India 

 

6. Recently with which country India has signed three-year work program for cooperation in agriculture? 

a) USA                                   b) Iran                                    c) Israel                                  d) Japan 

 

7. Consider the following statements regarding Litchi: 

1) India is the  largest producer of litchi (Litchi chin) in the world. 

2) Shahi litchi was the fourth agricultural products to get GI certification from Bihar after Jardalu 

mango, Katarni rice and Magahi paan. 

Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

a) 1 only                                b) 2 only                                 c) Both 1 and 2                   d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

8. Vesak is the most sacred day for which of the following communities: 

a) Hinduism                        b) Buddhism                           c) Jainism                             d) Christianity 

 

9. Which of the following countries are landlocked? 

a) Russia                             b) Lithuania                                 c) Latvia                             d) Belarus 

 

10. Consider the following statements regarding “INDO-ISRAEL Villages of Excellence: 

1) It is a new concept in India-Israel’s bilateral relationship. 

2) It shall focus on Modern Agriculture infrastructure and capacity building only.  

Which of the above is or are correct? 

a) 1 only                               b) 2 only                            c) Both 1 and 2                   d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 


